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'Your Best Self is when you Bring your 
Whole Self to the Table' 

In the last few months after the injustice we 
all felt for George Floyd, there was an almighty 
rush for all to be seen to be saying and doing the 
right thing.  Organisations have shown their 
solidarity.  A constant flow of focus groups, panels 
and open debate within walls and behind closed 
doors 
 

The outcry, ‘this is not right’, ‘there needs to 
be justice’, ‘how can I help’, ‘what can we do to 
make things better’.  But behind it all we still hear, 
I am uncomfortable to have a conversation about 
race, for fear I may say the wrong thing and offend 
or upset.  I do not feel qualified to have open 
discussions about ‘Race’………………. 

 
This Toolkit has been designed to start and 

keep the conversation going.  It is intended to take 
the uncomfortableness away and bring the ‘Race 
conversation’ to the fore front and position us all 
in a comfortable place, to discuss race 
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Foreword 



 

How do 
I start the Conversation? 

Let us Prepare to have the 

Conversation and Overcome any 

Discomfort 

Do not Single me out 

Below are some suggestions 
 

Racial equality and equity; is everyone’s responsibility, 
so why lean on me to make this easier by singling me out, to 
give you the answers 

 
Invite everyone in the team to participate.  This will 

take away any awkwardness and uncomfortable feelings, that 
all attendees may be experiencing.  They may be more 
comfortable expressing their thoughts and asking questions, 
as part of a wider group 
 

Be mindful though, that we are not all the same and 
ask the group if there is anyone, who would prefer to have 
this conversation in private 

 
We all have topics in our lives that we find difficult 

to discuss.  Some may be about money, or relationships 
and emotions, sexual orientation, or our colour and 
race.  Having these conversations openly with your 
colleagues, family and friends; in reality, can be far 
easier and better than carrying them as inner thoughts, 
never to be to be released.  Allowing our minds to play 
tricks can create a wall, that does not need to be there.  
For the purpose of this Toolkit we will focus on one topic 
‘Race’ and to be specific the ‘Black Race’.  There will be 
a further series of Toolkits that will cover ‘Race’ in all its 
forms and ethnic minority groups  
 

For some of us, having discussions about race may 
seem unfamiliar and uncomfortable, maybe due to our 
unconscious biases, our up-bringing, experiences and 
surroundings. Our close networks or lack of ‘Black’ 
friends.  Whatever the reason It is important especially 
in the workplace that we address these feelings.  In so 
doing we can create an environment, where colour 
blindness does not cloud our judgement and all can 
benefit, share and understand different perspectives 
and experiences.   Afterall we are just having…. ‘A 
Conversation’ 
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Am I Positioning this right; is this the 

right atmosphere and environment? 
 

 

     
 

        

      
               

 

 

Are you Listening? 
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Be willing to listen and learn.  Do not use the time as an opportunity to discuss your 
own experiences and compare.  Do not feel offended by what is being said.  Ask the person 
to provide more detail, if something has been said, which needs clarity or concerns you.  
Sometimes different tone and words may have a completely different meaning to what you 
may be thinking or registering 
 

Everyone will have different thoughts and perspectives, even people from the same 
cultural background 
 

Do not interrupt, let everyone involved have their say, remember we are all learning 
together and the more we hear and learn, the richer the conversation and outcome 

Approach the conversation with empathy and respect. Ask 
yourself what it is that I am trying to achieve, how do I come across; 
am I preaching, or acting as a saviour, or just being an ally, a sponsor 
or mentor.  Do I appear open, with no hidden agenda?   
 

Acknowledge that it may be hard for some individuals to be 
open and have discussion about ‘Race’. Be prepared for that and do 
not push, let people participate in their own time 
 

Ensure that you put everyone at ease.  Treat them as 
individuals and emphasise that they are not obliged to participate.  
They can take part when they feel comfortable to do so  
 

This will show that you respect their feelings and it also 
encourages a more productive, collaborative and open discussion. 
Keep the door open, do not just tick the box and walk away 

 



 

Confidentiality is Key 

After your initial group conversation or even prior, 
some individuals may be feeling anxious, that they may or in 
the meeting have said too much.  They may even think that  
what they say will reflect badly on them;  their current 
position and future career in the organization 

Look out for the signs, is a team member being 
unusually quiet, or taking a lot of time away from the office.  
Has their work deteriorated?  Do they no longer participate 
in group conversations or attend group meetings 

Create a safe space for people to speak openly, let the group 
know that everything they say will be treated in confidence and no one 
should share what has been discussed outside of the group  
 

If an issue is raised that is of a serious nature, and needs to be 
escalated to HR, you should take appropriate steps to address the issue 
in a considered and sensitive manner.  This is to ensure that both the 
individual and company are appropriately protected   
 

I’m not OK with this and feeling Anxious It is OK not to be OK.  
To support and ensure that the wellbeing of the group is being 
addressed, ask your colleagues how they are feeling on a regular basis 

Current events can impact on our wellbeing and 
affect our day to day lives, BE AWARE!!! 

Be available to give support and give guidance based 
on their required needs  

If your organisation has a Wellbeing support 
mechanism in place, ensure that this is made available to the 
individual. This will allow them to get the assistance and 
guidance needed with confidence and in their own time 
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Language and Tone 

 
To stop concerns around using the right language 

and tone; getting in the way of a meaningful 
conversation, see the Glossary in this toolkit for help 
with terminology 

 
Ask your colleagues for their preferred terms and 

try to use these during the conversation. 
If a term or word is used that you do not 

understand, ask, if the intention and tone is right, the 
response should be the same 

 

Actions Speak Louder than words  
If there are actions that come out of the 

discussions, ensure that you follow through and 
communicate the outcomes.  This will encourage the 
individuals to continue having the debates and be open; 
if they can see that the issues and concerns are being 
addressed and well managed 

Do not be afraid to be open about what can or 
cannot be done, be prepared to manage expectations in 
a fair, constructive and sensitive way.  Do not shy away 
from any issue or subject unless it is of an offensive or 
illegal nature.  Do not make false promises 

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY,  

you will gain more credibility and continuous support 

‘Encourage each other to be open and frank. Bring ones ‘Best Self’ every day to work.  

Be courageous, honest and true as this can lead to the most effective, inspiring and important outcomes’   
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Your Quick Check List - The Dos and Don’ts 
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The Race conversation is everyone’s responsibility 

 

 

Create a safe place to hold these discussions 

 

Listen to what is being said 

 

Language and tone may differ because of culture 

 

Confidentiality is key 

 

It is OK, NOT be OK, consider other’s feelings 

 

Share any mental health details with your team, in case  

they need additional support 

 

Actions speak louder than words 

 

Be honest and manage expectations 

 

Learn together and educate yourself 

Do not single any one out, unless they want to have a  

private conversation 

 

An unprepared discussion, can make the person feel 
uncomfortable and awkward 

 

Do not interrupt or fill the time with your own stories 

 

Do not be offended, if unsure, ask for clarification. if the 
intent is right then the response should be the same 

 

Do not share what has been discussed, outside of the group, 
unless it is of a serious nature and needs to be escalated to 

HR 

 

Do not ignore individual feelings and sensitivities,  

ALWAYS CHECK 

 

Do not assume that all is ok, some of the group may need 
support.  By sharing, they can connect with these  

groups privately 

 

Follow through with any agreed actions. It will show that 
these conversations are being taken seriously 

 

Do not shy away from an awkward conversation.  Honesty is 
the best policy 

 

Do not ignore some of the education and learning provided.  
After all, we are in this together 

 



 

 

          

 

  

  

 

 

 



 

EDUCATE YOURSELF 

GRASSROOTS - CHILDRENS CORNER 

 

 

 

 

   

   
     

    
     
                

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 
         

 

GRASSROOTS - CHILDRENS CORNER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EDUCATE YOURSELF 
 

 

 
BOOKS ARTICLES       VIDEOS  
 

  

     

     

  
          

      
    

  
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
  

 

1. Anti-Racist Baby - Author by Ibram X. Kendi, 
illustrated by Ashley Lukashevsky 
AntiRacist Baby is a picture book that encourages all parents to uproot 
racism in their families 
 

2. I Love My Hair! by Natasha Anastasia Tarpley, 
illustrated E. B. Lewis 
Sometimes the most important thing for a child to see is some version of 
themselves represented on the page. Throughout this book a girl named 
Keyana goes through the journey of learning to love her special hair, 

 

3. All Are Welcome, by Alexandra Penfold, illustrated 
by Suzanne Kaufman 
This best-selling picture book imagines a school where all kids are 
welcomed with open arms, regardless of colour or race 

 

4. Young gifted and Black by Oliver Bonas 
Meet 52 icons of colour from the past and present in this collection of 
stories about changemakers to inspire and empower the next generation. 
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Stories for Boys Who Dare to be... 

23 Books to help kids 

You can do anything 

Mirror me write 

Books for children about race 

Johnny Henry Smythe https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=0w3o8uHVkKQ&feature=yo
utu.be 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1787471985?ref=ppx_pop_mob_ap_share
https://www.self.com/gallery/childrens-books-on-race
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=You+Can+Do+Anything+(Hip+and+Hop)&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVeLVT9c3NEwzNDKrMk42NhJNzE7MSVRIzsjMSSlKzVMvVkjKz88-xYiqDM5PLkvONa8ygfGTTauyTcri0x8xfmbiFnj5456w1EumSWtOXmN8xMQl4JOfX5yaUxmUmpNYkpoSki-kwsXmmleSWVIpJMXFI8Whn6tvUFmSXqLBIMXFBecJ7WLk4g5OLQnJ981PyUyrFFrFKLScEYtpGnDT5Lj4pLhA-o3TTJLNi4Hm8XAh8YUyUQ2MEorg4vRNzU1KLSr2TxOy4uJyzs_JSU0uyczPE9LhEpUS1E-GC-iDwgNkpDAXprASdxAnyJ6kkvhkYysmDUalbKP4XZemnWOLFBRJZ2BImeXuIKWpJcTF7lnsk5-cmCNoqvx6_66f7-21hLk4QhIr8vPycysFGcDgg72SIqek-K_5tfNe2wv-i2JmyEnSdZBgVmDQYDD0__G3_tBUPQcthqZ9Kw6xsXAwCjDwLGJVjMwvVXBOzFNwyVdwzKssycjMS1fQ8MgsUEjMS1HwyC_QBACJRA-i8wEAAA&prmd=ivsn&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiUhI65-NTsAhVQQUEAHbITD64Q_AUoAXoECAwQAQ&biw=360&bih=560&dpr=4#imgrc=ao01c1c-2kPTgM
https://www.mirrormewrite.com/
https://www.self.com/gallery/childrens-books-on-race
http://ow.ly/7JAE50C1yon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0w3o8uHVkKQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0w3o8uHVkKQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0w3o8uHVkKQ&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.16personalities.com/personality-types 
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html 

 

https://www.16personalities.com/personality-types
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html


 

Ready to join the TAMS movement? 

www.tamstravel.org 

TAMS - Travel and Meetings Standards 

@TAMSTRAVELORG 

TAMSTRAVELORG 

INFO@TAMSTRAVEL.ORG 
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http://www/


 

THANK YOU 
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